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About This Game

All characters appearing in this game are over 18 years old.

While If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary- is technically a fan disc for If My Heart Had Wings, it includes six stories -
including the prologue and epilogue to the main story - and acts as a sort of sequel to the original.

There are no common routes, and each respective story is played as a standalone story after selecting it from the startup screen.
There are also no branches in the stories.

Story

"All people meet in the sky!"
A group of boys and girls have their first real encounter with the sky - an encounter which provides the foundation for their new

shared dream: to soar to the far side of the clouds, on wings into which they've poured their hopes and wishes.

The setting is Kazegaura - a lovely little town where the wind blows pleasantly. Today, a boy named Aoi Minase waits for the
wind with his friends on a hill lined with windmills.

Once again, they await the time for departure - to take off on the sprawling, white wings of a glider.

The sky above stretches out to infinity. Their goal: the highest point in the sky possible.

Individual Story Details
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Inherited Wings: Soaring Club Epilogue
The vivid colors of summer have long become familiar and normal. One boy searches for the continuation to yesterday's

answer...
Aoi has made the decision to quit the club once the summer ends.

But the Soaring Club is now faced by a certain problem.
It's the sort of problem for which answers will not come easily.

Kotori is plagued with anxiety.
In this place to which she had once escaped, she had found hope - the hope to dream.

But it's that very dream itself that she now can't seem to find...
This is the tale of Kotori and Aoi, two birds locked in a cage, finding the courage to spread their wings to their own "next sky".

Wings of Dreams: Soaring Club Prologue
The wings of dreams fly on a new wind.

Amane has found the answer she was promised.
Her dream of crossing through the corridor of the clouds together with her new friends has been fulfilled.

She's filled with nostalgic memories...
Isuka's heart pounds as she hears this.

With everyone so radiant, she feels an overwhelming sense of pressure and pain.
"I want to experience this miraculous sky, one more time..."

Thus begins the prologue to a new tale about friends managing to come together once again.

Inexpressible Emotion: Hotaru
The story of Hotaru Himegi.

Production is underway on a promotional video to pique the interest of next year's batch of new students.
In the process, a mistake on Hotaru's part causes Aoi to injure his knee.

Haunted by a feeling of responsibility for the accident, Hotaru volunteers to help out Aoi's mother at Flying Fish Manor.
"I'll do anything. Please, just ask - Master Ao-nii."

Unfamiliar Answer: Kanako
The story of Kanako Sigure.

A typhoon has forced the postponement of the first test flight of the school year.
Apart from the occasional spot of trouble here and there, it was a regular day like any other.

As Kanako wakes up in the morning, she immediately realizes that she hadn't been sleeping in her own bed - but Aoi's.
A young man and woman spending an entire night alone together.

It would actually be stranger if nothing whatsoever had happened...
"Have I... made a mistake?"

The Kazato Sisters: A Day in the Life
This story takes place after you begin dating the Kazato sisters in the main story.

The Day I Found My Wings
In this story you can read the events of the main story in a novel written from Kotori's perspective.
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Still better than Heavy Gear Assault. At least this game have active developers and updates than Stompy Bots Scammers..
Rating: ★★★★☆

(Classic strategy game)

============

Review:

This is a real windows version of the game, not some DOSBox tune up - and it works in Windows 10 just like that.

Lords of the Realm 2 is an old strategy game from the 90's. It's divided into two parts - the turn-based economic part where you
manage your provinces (or counties), and the real-time combat part where armies clash.

This game was ahead of its time when it was released. I do have to say that the game has aged fairly well. Yes, graphically it
looks very dated, no arguing there. But the graphics still do their job.

Graphics aside, the game has a beautiful soundtrack that still sends shivers down my spine. I also like the atmosphere of the
game, especially when a siege battle starts.. the awesome combat track starts to play and your men shout as they attack. Its also
pretty cool that a narrator reads things that happen in the game.. things like this just creates an atmosphere for the game.

============

The economy of the game is fairly simple, you only get three types of food - grain (bread), cows (meat) and dairy (cheese) as a
side product from cows. You have to balance things around to make sure all your peasants are fed, or things get ugly.

Other than food, you got three types of materials - wood, stone and iron. Wood and Iron are used to create different types of
weapons, and also basic wooden castles. Stone is used only for building more advanced castles.

You can create several types of weapons, which are then used to create armies. If you don't make (or buy) any weapons, then
you can only recruit peasants that fight with wooden pitchforks. =P

These resources are generated in provinces (or counties) which you conquer during the course of the game. It's a simple pattern,
grow food, increase population, increase taxes, fortify / create materials & weapons.. then you go to war.

============

Warring is simple in the game, and I like it that way. You just get those weapons and create an army (taking too many peasants
for your army will make your provinces angry) and then you just march them into enemy armies or towns. And then the game
just goes into combat mode. Simple as that.
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The combat is simple enough, it works pretty much like old RTS games like Warcraft or C&C. But the thing is - the AI is really
quite advanced. Honestly, it feels like the AI in this game is better than in modern strategy games like Total War Warhammer!
=D

The AI just moves its units smart, it always uses terrain as cover and puts its archers behind obstacles or melee units. I was
genuinely surprised how the AI actually blocked a bridge with its melee units while its archers just bombed me from afar. I
could not go around it, the only way was through that one bridge. The AI uses these kinds of choke points always if there's
terrain that allows it. This might not sound like much, but we're talking about a game from the 90's - the game is over 20 years
old!

If your eyes can take the dated graphics, then I highly recommend this game. It really was ahead of its time, and is quite
enjoyable even today.
. HAHAHAHA i love this game. from the heavly cheesed intro to the constant cheesy one liner lama jokes.

mass lama killing at its best.

only issue its surviving long enough to get the perk upgrades and the correct weapons. still haven't found a way to regen health
:'(. Hobo with a shotgun practically owns this game.. Do Not Buy this if you plan to use it with a Steamlink, No Controllers work
regardless if you enable or disable ps,xbx, or generic support. I have yet to hear anything back from the dev since I posted about
this weeks ago. Only way you can use a controller on steamlink is if your willing to go through the pain of binding keyboard
buttons to your Controller. You have been warned~!. Buggy, ugly, controls like butt, and the camera often is terrible. Other than
the fact that it tries to copy Hitman, I can't see any redeeming qualities to this game.. Competition Pets is a pretty good game I
would recommend to fantasy animal lovers but I'm warning you it may be difficult to earn diamonds because you have to go on
one hour missions so it takes a while. You will need to be careful of which pet you choose to fight who because you may lose
easy. I recommend buying the rabbit after leveling up your starter pet and level him up because he/she becomes strong.
Upgrading certain houses will increase your gold or how many pets you can hold and it's very good to have a lot of gold mines..
really fun and addicting game also has great workshop support. even better with steering wheel. really recommendit.. I love the
art style but unfortunately the meager selection in both missions and units is not worth the price tag. At something like $10 I
might begin to recommend it.. While I really like visual aspects of the game with its weird celtic-cyberpank world and unusual
music, the game fails in other (important) parts - game is buggy and glitchy, commands are clumsy with bad respond, story and
its characters are dull and the game soon becomes boring.
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SUPER FRUSTRATING. Cool achievements though! Very BASIC AND BAREBONES. Gets old super quick! Overall worth
the 60 cents i paid for this. As of the release, it's a very generic match 3 game with a dearth of explanation as to what's going on,
how to proceed, and very oppositional goals depending on the mode you're playing. In story mode, you're looking to beat the
score requirement within a limited number of moves, whereas in the arcade you're playing against the timer. The game
desperately needs a settings menu so you can turn the one and only music track down. The story, such as it is, is lackluster.
You're going to school and you run across a handful of stereotypes that you 'know' but don't, since they're silhouettes until you
beat their first dates in the arcade mode, but their achievements for doing so give you their character style immediately. I
struggled to meet the point goals in the first four dates, even repeating dates two and four, and then, on date 5 (the introduction
of the teacher) I beat the goal score requirement in two moves? The progression needs balancing. No nudity so far, interested to
see where the game will progress in time, though.. Absolutely brilliant strategy game. It's a tightly designed digital board game.
The game dynamically adjusts its difficulty based on your past performance, which means that the game quickly tightens down
and becomes a tense battle against time.

Highly recommended. An instant classic.. This is literally the best competitive game that has ever been created.. well put
together vr game with a story. If you enjoy games like The Witcher 3, Skyrim or God of War this game is perfect for you. The
negative reviews come from people with bad hardware. Even i am barely able to get 4k\/65 fps with ray tracing on with my
2080 Ti. You have to deal with performance issues in a massive open world rpg with top tier graphics like this one. The
orchestral soundtrack is a blast. I love it. My favourite song is slightly artistic. I heard that the story takes forever to complete
and that it can be pretty demanding gameplay wise with the puzzles and all of that. But it's definitely worth it. Just buy this
game. You don't want to miss out on this one. Trust me.. dumb... the end. Mayhem Intergalactic is a fun update to a classic game
type. To win, a player must eliminate all enemy starships and planets. Planets produce starships, which can be sent to other
planets to conquer or bolster defenses. The tricky part is that space travel can take multiple turns. Two fleets might pass one
another on long voyages, leaving an undefended planet for attackers to conquer while the planet that fleet departed from gets
demolished by the enemy fleet that just left the planet they attacked. If it sounds confusing, it can be odd to try to outthink your
opponents to attack them but defend your own holdings, but there's no tech tree or micromanagement to handle. This is one of
those simple yet complex fun to play games. The graphics are decent, the music and sound are good, and its mechanics, controls,
and help are solid. Mayhem Intergalactic's well worth a few bucks for a bit of mental exercise.. this is fun ... :D ,,works just nice
on me PC.
it be like ,,how the h*** am i gonna make that one.*level..
 i might fail at first go,, still i get it next turn again and again. : )
passed first 20 level with 60 stars. and onto 18 levels on next ,,soo close to halfway,, i proberly gonna complete this game if it be
up to me and me skillz ,, soo for pure tactical fun ,relaxed music cool colorful graffic and nice prize..i recomend this easy. as a
good game.

there 240 Stars complete ,, game was a fun challange.. with very cool nice grafficl,, sweet.
with some practise u easy get what shot u want..
only 2 tiny issue i had,,, been ,,it starts in window\/fullscreen. inbetween bouth : )
but get fullscreen when i lay game down to line and up again..so no big deal.

2th issue ,,be 3 last entry to game,, and i end game,,it still be online to me Steam profile,,

and a task ,, sins i had to turn off\/on Steam to end it...true ctrl alt delete and
not reg way,,sins Steams tell me i have to turn off StayAlight ( proberly a Steam error.)
*and did not happen last time proberly because i window, game ,before i end it.

and me gameplay time be about 10hrs shorter, ,,, this was FUNNY good gameing.
with only use of mouse,, more relaxing ,, then most me other type gameplay.... tumbs up. I would say i really enjoy this game, It
brings back many memories of Command & Conquer, It is very well built and well designed for a man who made it within 1
year. This game i would definatly recommend people trying and i hope they enjoy it, This is a perfect RTS Start-Up for 2016
<3

Announcing the delay of If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary-:
Hi All

We hope that you had a great winter holiday, and are still as excited as ever for the upcoming release of If My Heart Had Wings
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-Flight Diary-.

We are really sorry to announce that to comply with Steam's requests, we have been delayed in releasing the game to you all. We
ask for your understanding and patience while we resolve the current issues.

At the moment, we are looking to release the game in February, so stay tuned for our release date announcement.

Thank you for your patience and support!

- The MoeNovel Team

Make sure to add If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary- to your wishlist to be notified upon release:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/923810

----

Visit the Official Website: http://moenovel.com/
Join our Steam Publisher Group: https://store.steampowered.com/developer/MoeNovel
Follow Us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/Moenovel
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Moenovel/
Subscribe to us on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/MoeNovel
. [Last Chance!] MoeNovel Weekly Sale - up to 75% off!:
Only a few days to dive into the MoeNovel library at up to 75% off!
Sales end Monday 3rd 10am PST, so check out the sales now!
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MoeNovel Bundle
Contains: If My Heart Had Wings, LoveKami -Divinity Stage-, LoveKami -Useless Goddess-, A Sky Full of Stars,
CROSS†CHANNEL: Steam Edition, Adventure of A Lifetime, LoveKami -Healing Harem-

https://store.steampowered.com/app/812560/CROSSCHANNEL_Steam_Edition/

Coming-of-Age Collection
Contains: If My Heart Had Wings, A Sky Full of Stars, Adventure of a Lifetime

https://store.steampowered.com/app/326480/If_My_Heart_Had_Wings/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/745960/A_Sky_Full_of_Stars/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/820730/Adventure_of_a_Lifetime/

The Morning Glory Collection
Contains: If My Heart Had Wings, If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary-

If you grabbed If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary- in last week's sale, this bundle will let you get If My Heart Had Wings at a
deeper discount!

LoveKami Series
Contains: LoveKami -Divinity Stage-, LoveKami -Useless Goddess-, LoveKami -Healing Harem-

https://store.steampowered.com/app/547340/LoveKami_Divinity_Stage/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/626510/LoveKami_Useless_Goddess
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/938270/LoveKami_Healing_Harem/

----

Visit the Official Website: http://moenovel.com/
Follow Us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/Moenovel
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Moenovel/
Subscribe to us on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/MoeNovel. Steam Autumn Sales - up to 75% off MoeNovel
titles:
The Steam Autumn Sales have begun, and all MoeNovel titles are currently on Sale!

Check
out the full list here

Don't miss out on this chance to grab some fantastic visual novels at some great discounts!

Also, be sure to check our bundles for even better offers!
Coming-of-Age Collection - 54% off
Contains:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/326480/If_My_Heart_Had_Wings/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/745960/A_Sky_Full_of_Stars/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/820730/Adventure_of_a_Lifetime/

LoveKami Bundle - 49% off!
Contains:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/547340/LoveKami_Divinity_Stage/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/626510/LoveKami_Useless_Goddess/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/938270/LoveKami_Healing_Harem

MoeNovel Bundle - 53% off
Contains:
All MoeNovel Titles!

---
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Visit the Official Website: http://moenovel.com/lovekami-healing-harem
Follow Us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/Moenovel
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Moenovel/
Subscribe to us on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/MoeNovel
. If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary- New Wings: Akari coming April 22nd!:
We are super excited to announce that our upcoming DLC for If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary- is coming to Steam next
week!

If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary- New Wings: Akari releases on April 22nd!. If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary-
Out Now!:
Take to the skies now with the release of If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary-!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vA18Aoikmgk
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"All people meet in the sky!"

A group of boys and girls have their first real encounter with the sky - an encounter which provides the foundation for their new
shared dream: to soar to the far side of the clouds, on wings into which they've poured their hopes and wishes.

The setting is Kazegaura - a lovely little town where the wind blows pleasantly. Today, a boy named Aoi Minase waits for the
wind with his friends on a hill lined with windmills.

Once again, they await the time for departure - to take off on the sprawling, white wings of a glider.

The sky above stretches out to infinity. Their goal: the highest point in the sky possible.

Grab If My Heart Had Wings -Flight Diary- now for 10% off during its launch sale!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/923810/If_My_Heart_Had_Wings_Flight_Diary

The Morning Glory Collection. Winter Sales - Up to 75% off MoeNovel Games!:
The Steam Winter Sales have started and we have set the MoeNovel titles on sale!
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Check out the exciting sales below:. Up to 75% off MoeNovel titles in the Lunar New Year Sale!:
Hi All!

Steam is hosting their annual Lunar New Year Sale, and we have joined in by setting all the MoeNovel titles on sale!
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Check out the exciting sales below:
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